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RISK MANAGEMENT POLICY 
 

RMS Policy for Equity Cash, Equity Derivatives (F&O), Currency Derivatives & Commodity Derivatives 
segments. 
 
Preamble / Objective: 
 
1. For all open /unsettled Positions, LFS BROKING faces Risk of adverse price movement. This 

document therefore lays down Risk Management Policy of the company which must be strictly enforced 
and adhered to by all the participants which include Dealers, Branches, Authorized Persons, 
Remeisers, Sub-brokers, franchisees, clients as well as all departments of the company. 

 
As per SEBI circular No. CIR/HO/MIRSD/DOP/CIR/P/2019/75 dated June 20, 2019 Mechanism of 
handling client security should be strictly followed. 

 
2. As markets are dynamic, LFS BROKING may need to alter some policies and reserves an absolute 

right to change the same without advance intimation to Participants mentioned above.  
 
3. No Client will be given limit to ‘Buy’ and ‘Sell’ securities, unless it has ‘adequate’ initial margin (SPAN), 

Exposure Margin and such other margins such as Additional Margin etc. as stipulated from time to time 
and/or Stock Delivery as stipulated by LFS BROKING/Exchanges/Clearing Corporation/ Professional 
Clearing Member. 

 
4. All MTM losses and Margin Shortfall in F&O, Currency and Commodity segment must be paid/met in 

full by 11 AM on T+1 day. RMS will be within its right to square off position, where client is unable to 
pay MTM losses and/or Margin Shortfall. 

 
5. For F&O, Currency & Commodity segment all, it is LFS BROKING policy that Cash / Non-Cash ratio of 

collateral should be in ratio 50:50 
 
6. On case by case basis where client has no history of default or shortfall in margin, RMS may allow a 

better non cash collateral ratio to the concerned client, subject to client having an operative Demat 
account with LFS BROKING. 

 
7. For F&O, Currency and Commodity segment, client must compulsorily give non-cash collateral in LFS 

BROKING Client Collateral account. 
 
8. Only those securities that are part of “Approved List” as stipulated by Exchange/Clearing 

Corporation/PCM from time to time will be accepted as collateral or security. These securities will be 
subject to Hair cut as stipulated time to time by LFS BROKING/Exchanges/Clearing Corporation/PCM. 

 
 When there exists differential Hair Cut rates, the highest rate stipulated will prevail on the closing price 

of the relevant approved stock. 
 
9. RMS Team will endeavor to email latest list of Approved Securities published by Exchanges/Clearing 

Corporation/PCM from time to time, however all Branches, franchisees, Sub-brokers, AP, clients must 
keep themselves updated on their own accord. 
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10. Calculation of Capital Available, Calculation will be done as under: 
 

Capital Available = Ledger Balance + Deposits if any with LFS BROKING + Stocks of client in LFS 
BROKING Client Collateral Account (Approved stocks after hair-cut*) Less Applicable Margin 

 
11. Client needs to maintain minimum credit ledger balance up to 25 % of the total open margin in 

Derivative, currency and commodity segment. 
 
12. Shares categorized under GSM, ASM ST AND S+ (Stage between 2 to 6) for trades in Cash Segment 

WILL BE BLOCKED BY THE SYSTEM 
 
13. The following are some of the indicative actions which may be initiated by RMS Team during high 

volatility 
 

a. Increase the hair cut on collateral. 
b. Reduce Leverage 
c. Disallow scrip to trade 

 
14. RMS may square off the position in case of:  

 
a. Increased Volatility in positions that are open  
b. Margin /MTM Shortfall  
c. chq bounce / third party chq deposit  
d. Suspicious trade or transaction under PMLA Act Synchronized trading  
e. Regulatory body Prohibits or suspended the client. 

 
15. Single order value and Single Order Quantity is capped and can be changed according to market 

situation. 
 
16. FNO Margin reporting will be considered as per exchange criteria. 
 In case of unpaid Ledger Debit, LFS Broking RMS will square off holding of the client i.e. based on 

highest to lowest value of scrips in Client Collateral Account/Client Unpaid Account. 
 
17. For any technical/connectivity Failure or disruption, where client is unable to square off its position, LFS 

Broking will not be liable for any loss. 
 
 
1.*Intraday Leverage  
 
Below mentioned table indicate intraday leverage as : 
 

Exchange Instrument 
Intraday Leverage 
(Span + Exposure)

Sq. off Timing 

NSE Future 5 Time 3:22 P.M 

NSE Option 1 Time 3:22 P.M 

NSE CD Future 5 Time 4:45 P.M 

NSE CD Option 1 Time 4:45 P.M 

MCX * Future 3 Time 11:15/11:40 P.M 
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Intraday leverages for cash segments: 
 

Scrip’s Category Intraday leverage Covered order 
BSE Group A Stocks & NIFTY Stocks 15 X of Capital Available N.A 
FNO listed Stock 15 X of Capital Availability 20 X of Capital 

Availability 
Other Approved Stock apart from 1&2 
above 

8 X of Capital Available where VAR 
is less than 40% for the stock being 
purchased,4X of Capital Available 
where VAR is more than 40% for the 
stocks being purchased 

N.A 

Other Unapproved Stock 3 X of Capital Available where VAR 
is less than 30% for the stock being 
purchased,1X of Capital Available 
where VAR is more than 30% for the 
stocks being purchased

N.A 

Other Group (except A, B, EQ) Intraday Not Allowed N.A 
Square Off 3.20 P.M 3.15 P.M

 
RMS will square off all intraday position in FO -> @3.22 P.M. or MTM loss of 80% whichever is earlier 
through square off system. In cash segment square off for intraday positions @ 3.15 P.M. In currency 
segment-> intraday position will be squared off @ 4.45 P.M. and Cross currency-> intraday position will be 
squared off @ 7:15 P.M.  
 

In Commodity Segment-> intraday position will be squared off as follows: 
 
Agri Commodities intraday position will be square off @4.45 P.M. 
International Agri Commodities position will be square off @8.45 P.M. 
Non Agri Commodities position will be square off @11.15 P.M. / 11.40 P.M. 
2. *Higher leverage for intraday trades and auto Square off (Covered Order): 
 
 In order to allow higher leverage for intraday trades, we have made a special window in the system. Such 

trades will get squared off at specified cut off time (3.10 PM). Hence dealer / customer needs to select 
appropriate Order Type to get benefit of the system and also to avoid auto square off for trades intended 
for carry forward. 

 
 Due to volatility if loss cross more than 80% then it is the responsibility of branch head to collect the loss 

from respective client. 
 

Carry Forward Leverage  
 
Below mentioned table indicate Delivery leverage as  
 

Exchange Instrument Carry Forward Leverage (Span + Exposure) 

NSE Future 1 Time 

NSE Option 1 Time 

NSE CD Future 1 Time 

NSE CD Option 1 Time 

MCX Future Future 1 Time 

NCDEX Future Future 1 Time 

MCX Option Option 1 Time 

NCDEX Option Option 1 Time 
 
Note: Carry forward Future position will be squared by RMS Team once it reaches 80% MTM loss. 
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Delivery Leverage for Cash Segment: 
 

Scrip’s Category Delivery leverage 

Group A Stock 3 X of Capital available 

FNO listed Stock 3 X of Capital Available 

Other Approved Stock apart 
from 1&2 above 

3 X of Capital Available where VAR is less than 40% 
for the stock being purchased, 2 X of Capital 
Available where VAR is more than 40% for the 
stock being purchased 

Other Unapproved Stock 2 X of Capital Available where VAR is less than 30% 
being purchased,1 X of Capital Available where 
VAR is more than 30% being purchased 

For Stocks in ‘S’ ‘Z’, ‘T’ & ‘TS’ 
group as defined by BSE 

1X of Capital Available 

 
Banned Contracts** 
 
The stock exchange(s) provide a list of restricted contracts based on Market Wide Positions crossing the 
threshold limit. Once a contract reaches the threshold limit, further position accumulation is banned and 
only square off/roll overtrades are permitted.  
 
 
Commodity Tender Period 
 
Trading in MCX and NCDEX contracts will be banned on the day when tender period will start. 
 
No positions will be allowed to carry over in Tender Periods. 
 
Client’s positions opened in the tender period scrips will have to Square OFF one day prior to the start of 
the “Tender Period” of the contract.  
 
If Open position scrips in the tender period will have not been squared off one day prior to the tender period 
start hence RMS May Square off the respective positions any time during the working hours 
 
 
Limit against Client Collateral Account Shares for exposure during the day 
 

Stock Type Leverage Cash Leverage F&O Stocks Sold 

Pool  / Collateral YES YES YES 

POA Stock YES YES YES 

Client Cash Collateral 
Account 

YES YES YES 

 
LFS BROKING has liberty to accept only those collateral and quantities that are in turn accepted by its 
PCM. 
 
 
CONTROL ON DEBIT BALANCES 
 
RMS department of LFS BROKING has the discretion to transfer unpaid client securities to client demat 
account based on equivalent and sufficient, approved paid securities of 125% of the debit amount are 
transferred by Client to Client Collateral account. 
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A) Covered by Collateral: 

 To ensure that the clients pay dues promptly following measures will be implemented: 
 
 In Derivative segment, every customer is required to pay MTM, preferably the same day or latest by 

11am the next day 
 
 * In cash segment, for Ledger debit, LFS BROKING will sell securities lying in CUSA on T+5 

working/trading days as per SEBI circular No. CIR/HO/MIRSD/DOP/CIR/P/2019/75 dated June 20, 
2019, on T+7 working/trading day unpaid securities will be compulsorily squared off. 
 

 For any debit in excess of 7 days, the client’s further exposure on Intraday/Carry forward basis shall be 
suspended.  
 

 However, LFS BROKING has discretion to sell unpaid stock on T+5 Stock needs to be sold / liquidated 
by 12:00 pm on the T+5 day by the RM / Dealer / Authorized Person / Sub-broker in case of non-
payment by client; else the same shall be squared off by HO RMS Team. Further in case where clients 
have taken overnight position and ledger debit, LFS BROKING reserves right to square off positions 
even before T+5 if M-2-M loss of 80%, 
 

 Exposure will be allowed after suspension on T+7 only after clear credit balance in the Ledger. 

B) Cheque Entry and credit to the client 
 
 The cheque / instrument showing under clearing in the bank account. The exposure would be provided 

once the cheque has been cleared and credit received in our bank account. 

 Online fund transfer facility (Other than payment Gateways) is available to the clients with designated 
banks to transfer online funds to us. In such case we would be giving credit within 30 minutes of its 
reflection in our bank account as it is being presently done for online clients transferring online funds 

C) Cheque issuance and payment to the client 
 
 All such requests shall be centrally processed and the client’s ledger account would be debited at the 

time of issuance. However, all such payments would be made in consultation with the RMS team so 
that no exposures / limits in lieu of such credit is utilized by the client. At the time of issuance of the 
pay-out cheque exposures / limits would be reduced accordingly by the RMS team. 
 
Payout Request: (EQ payout request will be accepted before 2.00 PM as per given format & process 
will be done by A/C department after 5.00 PM) 

 
D) Collateral Shares as a Margin 
 
 Company will accept NSE approved shares as collateral towards margin subject to appropriate haircut. 

All such credits shall be given only after receipt of shares in the company’s designated DP Account. 
Also, such shares must come to the designated DP ID from the respective client’s defined DP ID, only, 
else it shall be treated as third party and no credit shall be given against the same. The RMS team shall 
update the value of such collateral on the daily basis (BOD) and accordingly deposits / capital available 
shall be updated to the respective client(s) towards margin / exposures. 

 
 Margin by way of shares / collateral shall not normally exceed 50% of the capital available / applicable 

margin to take care of daily MTM losses, if any. 

 In case client asks for such shares back, then these shares would be transferred only to the respective 
clients designated DP Demat ID only, after reducing the capital available / exposure / limits for the 
respective client. 
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 After making necessary retention in accordance with NSE circular NSE/INSP/36889 dated 02-Feb-2018 

securities held in “Client Collateral / Collateral account” are released to client along with their funds’ 
settlement i.e. once in every 30/90 days. 

 Securities can be transferred from “Client collateral / Collateral Account” to Pool account for the 
purpose of making pay-in for settlement of the respective client.  

 Securitas can transfer from “Client Unpaid securities account” to “Pool account” is permitted. However, 
securities cannot be transferred from “Client Unpaid securities account” directly to the “Client Collateral 
account” or Collateral account”.  

 “Securities kept in “Unpaid securities account” can be considered towards reporting of client’s margin 
obligation in the derivative segment after adjusting any debit balances in such client ledger, across all 
segments and Exchanges (including Commodities but excluding balances in the client’s Margin Trading 
(MTF) account).  

 In F&O segment under physical settlement criteria, securities shall be transferred by the CM to Pool 
account of the TM after that transfer to the respective client. In case of non-receipt of payment, the 
securities shall be transferred to the “Client unpaid Securities Account” 

 Retention of 225% of T Day Margin requirement in Cash & Derivatives segments for settlement of client 
accounts as per SEBI guidelines. 

 
 NSE FNO: As per SEBI circular in FNO segment all the securities will be settled as physical delivery on 

expiry day. So please note that open position in physical stocks for futures and in the money options 
shall be marked for delivery if positions are not squared-off or rolled over. All ITM options delivery 
margin will charge as per exchange. RMS may square off the position if position are not squared off or 
rollover the position on expiry day before 12.00 PM. If anyone interested to take the delivery kindly 
transfer the sufficient fund before 2 days of expiry. Only squared off / rollover will be allowed on expiry 
day. For further detail Please contact RMS team. 

 
***************** 

 
 

 

 

 

 


